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Abstract— We demonstrate the first practical off-path time
shifting attacks against NTP as well as against Man-in-the-Middle
(MitM) secure Chronos-enhanced NTP. Our attacks exploit the
insecurity of DNS allowing us to redirect the NTP clients to at-
tacker controlled servers. We perform large scale measurements
of the attack surface in NTP clients and demonstrate the threats
to NTP due to vulnerable DNS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network Time Protocol (NTP) is one of the core Internet
protocols meant to synchronise time on Internet systems. Due
to its critical role in the Internet, NTP has a long history of
attacks. Recently [1] demonstrated a proof of concept attack
against NTP that allows off-path attackers to shift time on
victim clients. The idea of [1] was to exploit overlapping
IPv4 fragments, whereby a shifted time provided in attacker’s
fragments would overwrite the time provided by the real NTP
server in a response sent to the NTP client. However, the
limiting factors of the attack are: (1) the attack requires that
the NTP servers agree to fragment the NTP responses to
IP packets of 68 byte Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)
- NTP servers do not fragment to such low MTU, (2) the
attacker must create and synchronise two spoofed fragments
concurrently - this is difficult to achieve even in lab conditions
and (3) the client must agree to shift time - since only a
response from one NTP server is shifted while the rest return
correct responses, the client would in most cases ignore it.
Indeed, the authors found that only 0, 0008% of the NTP
servers in the Internet could potentially be vulnerable to the
attack.

Chronos. Nevertheless, due to the critical role that NTP
plays in the Internet there was an immediate followup work,
which devised enhancements to NTP, called Chronos [2],
to block that attack. Chronos is also on a standardisation
track of the IETF [3]. Chronos leverages ideas from dis-
tributed computing on clock synchronisation in the presence
of Byzantine adversaries and is designed to provide security
even against strong Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attackers and
corrupted NTP servers. To enhance the security of NTP
with Chronos only the NTP clients need to be modified.
In contrast to “plain” NTP which queries few (typically up
to 4) NTP servers, Chronos enhanced client queries time
from multiple NTP servers, applies a secure algorithm for
eliminating suspicious responses and averages the time over
the valid responses. The authors demonstrate that in order
to shift time on Chronos enhanced NTP client by 100ms a
strong MitM attacker would need 20 years of effort. In this
work, in addition to demonstrating practical off-path time-

shifting attacks against plain NTP, we also show off-path
attacks against Chronos enhanced NTP.

Security in isolation. Chronos [2], [3] was designed to
guarantee the security of NTP in isolation assuming an ideal
environment and not taking into account other systems and
protocols, like inter-domain routing, Domain Name System
(DNS), Network Address Translation (NAT) devices. In the
Internet, where multiple systems are running in concert, such
a model does not encompass all the possible threats and attack
vectors which can be exploited to subvert the security of a
system. Indeed, as we demonstrate in this work, vulnerabilities
in these systems can adversely affect the security of NTP.

The authors in [2] implicitly assume that the attacks on
NTP are launched when the NTP client queries the NTP
servers in the Internet for time. They model the attacker to be
either a MitM that changes some responses to contain shifted
time or an attacker that corrupts some of the NTP servers
so that they provide invalid time. The security of Chronos is
guaranteed if the majority of the queried NTP servers provide
correct time. The idea is that all the responses are fed to a
sophisticated algorithm which calculates time based on all the
responses, the algorithm identifies and discards “bad” time and
only considers responses with valid time. But, what happens
when all, or a majority of, the responses are incorrect? In
this case, Chronos will not be able to identify and discard
bad responses. Luckily, even the most powerful MitM attacker
cannot launch an attack to concurrently change the responses
from all or a majority of the queried NTP servers - this is the
idea underlying the design of Chronos.

The “achilles heel” of Chronos. To generate a pool of
NTP servers from which it then polls the time, the Chronos
client periodically (every hour) queries DNS for domain
pool.ntp.org. The idea is to gradually collect hundreds of
NTP servers, from which the Chronos client will be selecting
the NTP servers at random and will be querying them for
time. Then applying a sophisticating algorithm for filtering
bad responses. We show that the achilles heel of Chronos are
the multiple DNS queries.

Our attack. The idea of our attack is to leverage the
cache poisoning vulnerability in DNS, and to inject malicious
DNS records redirecting the DNS queries for pool.ntp.org

to an attacker controlled host. The attack consists of these
phases (illustrated in Figure 1): the attacker needs to predict
(or to trigger) a query from the victim DNS resolver to the
nameserver pool.ntp.org sent in step 2 (we explain this
in Section IV). The attacker performs DNS cache poisoning
in step A (Section III). The attacker causes the victim NTP
client to drop the existing associations to real NTP servers in
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step B (Section IV-B). Finally, the victim NTP client queries
the attacker’s NTP server and receives shifted time in step C .

These attacker controlled NTP servers provide incorrect
time when receiving queries from NTP clients. Hence allowing
the attacker to ensure that all (or a majority of) the responses
from the malicious NTP servers are bad.

Our attack also applies against Chronos enhanced NTP
client. In fact the multiple DNS requests issued by Chronos
make the attack even easier to launch than against plain NTP.
We demonstrate that these attacks can be launched even with
an off-path attacker. Such attacks are even easier to launch
with stronger attackers, such as those performing BGP prefix
hijacking [4]–[8].

Countermeasures. DNSSEC [RFC4033-RFC4035] would
prevent the attacks, however, our measurements show that
most NTP domains are not signed and most DNS re-
solvers do not perform validation. Only one domain
(time.cloudflare.com) is signed with DNSSEC, and only
between 19.14% and 28.94% of the clients (depending on the
geolocation) validate DNSSEC.

Ethical considerations. Our attacks were tested against
remote networks reliably, yet were ethically compliant. We
measured and evaluated vulnerabilities in the DNS caches of
the subjects of our study and measured which DNS caches are
used by NTP servers on those networks, but did not hijack
their traffic nor Internet resources and neither did we place
incorrect DNS records for Internet domains that are not under
our control in the caches of our subjects. Specifically, to avoid
harming Internet customers and domains, we set up victim
domains, which were used by us for evaluating the attacks, and
evaluating the vulnerabilities. This ensured that the “victim”
networks would not use the spoofed records for any “practical”
purpose. We kept an extremely low attack volume and did not
generate excessive traffic to avoid any interference with the
operations of those services or load on them.

Our research shows that the NTP ecosystem is vulnerable
to practical off-path cache poisoning attacks and worse, that
the recent proposal Chronos for improving NTP security is
even more susceptible to our attacks than the plain NTP. We
are disclosing the vulnerabilities along with recommendations
for countermeasures.

Our contributions.
• In this work we improve over the attacks presented in

[1] and demonstrate the first off-path attacks against Chronos-

enhanced NTP that was proven secure even against the strong
MitM attackers.
• New attack methodologies. We develop new methods to

launch the attacks when the attacker does not control the
timing of the queries and the timing is difficult to predict:
(1) recurring IP defragmentation cache poisoning until the
attack succeeds, (2) utilising other systems using the same
DNS resolver for initiating the attack and issuing the query.
• Adaptation of general cache poisoning techniques for

attacks against NTP. For our cache poisoning attacks we apply
defragmentation cache poisoning attacks presented in [9], and
adapt them for attacks against NTP. The idea is to inject a
spoofed second fragment that is reassembled with the first
fragment provided by the real nameserver. This allows to
match the challenge response parameters without having to
guess them because they are in the first fragment, while in-
jecting malicious payload in the second fragment. We provide
evaluation of these techniques against the NTP ecosystem.
During run-time the NTP client already has associations to
other NTP servers and hence will not use the injected record
with the new NTP server. We develop a technique which
causes the NTP client to break established associations to
NTP servers and pin the client to the NTP server provided by
the attacker. To do this, we exploit the rate limiting defence
supported by the vast majority of NTP servers in the Internet.
• We measure the attack surface introduced by our tech-

niques on NTP ecosystem. We perform extensive measure-
ments to identify the NTP clients that are vulnerable to our
off-path attacks. This essentially means NTP clients that use
DNS resolvers that are vulnerable to cache poisoning attacks.
• Conceptually our work demonstrates the “weakest link”

problem in the Internet. Our work provides insights to the
gap between theoretical proofs of security done in isolated
environments with assumptions which, unfortunately, do not
hold in practice. This exposes the systems, even when proven
secure, to unexpected attacks. As we show in this work, NTP
heavily depends on DNS for its security, hence security of NTP
cannot be established in isolation from DNS. Unfortunately, as
is demonstrated by the research community as well as attacks
that were detected in the Internet, DNS is extremely vulnerable
to DNS cache poisoning.
• We provide more information about this project at

http://ntp-attack.sit.fraunhofer.de.
Organisation. We review Related Work in Section II.

In Section III we explain how to exploit IP fragmentation
for launching DNS cache poisoning attacks and discuss the
hurdles which the attacker needs to overcome. In Section IV
we explain the adaptations of the attack for attacking NTP:
specifically, triggering the DNS request and then causing the
victim NTP client to use the NTP server provided by the
attacker. In Section V we evaluate the attack against different
implementations of NTP clients. In Sections VII and VIII we
provide our measurements of the attack surface of DNS and
NTP servers as well as the DNS resolvers. In Section IX we
provide recommendations for countermeasures. We conclude
this work in Section X.
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II. RELATED WORK

NTP Security. Network Time Protocol (NTP) is one of the
Internet’s oldest protocols that was designed in the 80s. NTP
has a long history of attacks. NTP was typically exploited as
a reflector to launch Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks against victims in the Internet, [10], [11].

NTP can also be attacked via non-standard queries and via
Config interface, [12]. Although the recent patches introduced
to NTPv4.2.8p9 were meant to close the vulnerabilities, how-
ever, our measurements performed in this work indicate that
at least 5% of NTP servers still have open Config.

The researchers also investigated the implications of shift-
ing time on security of computer systems and applications
and integrity of timing information [13], [14]. Additionally,
evaluations were performed of on-path (Man-in-the-Middle)
attacks for shifting time on NTP clients, along with analysis
of the potential impact of the attacks, [15], [16].

Recently [1] demonstrated that it is theoretically possible
to shift time with an off-path attacker, however, their attack
assumes that the attacker can reduce the responses from NTP
servers to a very low MTU of MTU=68, which is unrealistic,
and hence the authors could only present a proof of concept at-
tack in a lab setup. Furthermore, the assumption of [1] that the
victim NTP clients support a specific fragments’ reassembly
strategy could not be verified in practice: it requires generating
two fragments that overlap with the NTP response of the NTP
server and overwrite a few locations in the NTP packet. The
attack also requires that the client accepts the response with
the bad time - in practice clients query a number of NTP
servers and ignore servers that provide bad time.

Our work is similar to [1] as we also apply fragmentation
in order to cause the victim NTP client accept an incorrect
time in a response to its NTP request. However, in contrast to
[1] we do not attack the time-responses from NTP server, but
we target the DNS responses from the nameserver. Our attack
is also more practical in that it does not require sending two
overlapping fragments - which is difficult to match correctly
in practice, but we need to send a single (second) fragment
which contains the malicious payload and redirects the victim
NTP client to query the “wrong” NTP servers. Specifically,
instead of providing an incorrect time directly, we first redirect
the victim NTP client to “query” the attacker’s NTP servers,
which in turn provide shifted time. Our attacks are also more
effective: we do not attack a response from a single NTP
server, but provide shifted responses from all the NTP servers
that the client queried. This allows us to ensure that the client
definitely accepts the shifted time.

In a recent work, NTP ’prime-the-pump’ [17] used a Kiss
of Death (KoD) packet to the victim NTP client, to cause it to
slow down requests to that NTP server. In contrast, we abuse
the rate limiting mechanism of NTP to cause the client to
“forget” the server and replace it with an attacker controlled
one via a malicious DNS record that we inject into a resolver’s
cache that the victim NTP client is using.

Although NTP support cryptographic authentication, [18] in
practice NTP is generally not cryptographically protected [1].

There were also proposals for probing time from distributed
locations to provide security against MitM attackers, [19],
[20]. These proposals are not deployed in the Internet due
to the significant changes that adoption requires. Recently, [2]
proposed to generate NTP-servers redundancy by collecting
a sufficiently large set of NTP servers through multiple DNS
queries. Chronos was also proven to provide security against
even strong MitM attackers. Nevertheless, as we show, exactly
the multiple DNS queries make Chronos even more susceptible
to our off-path attacks than the plain NTP.

DNS Security. DNS cache poisoning attacks were known
since the 90s, and evaluated in the lab were considered mostly
theoretical [21], [22]. In 2008 Kaminsky [23] demonstrated
the first practical DNS cache poisoning attack. To enforce a
query the attacker would request a random subdomain of the
target victim domain. In the spoofed responses the attacker
adds a new malicious nameserver for the victim domain,
which is added to the cache if the attack succeeds. Following
Kaminsky attack many systems were patched to support the
best practices in [RFC5452], [24]. The main patches were
challenge-response authentication based on randomisation of
source port and transaction identifier (TXID) values in DNS
packets, each of which is 16 bits.

After deployment of source and TXID randomisation off-
path attacks became a theoretical threat. To launch successful
cache poisoning attacks, the attackers have to be MitM, i.e.,
have to be able to see the queries.

However, in 2011 [9] demonstrated practical off-path DNS
cache poisoning attacks that use fragmented IPv4 packets. The
idea is to inject a spoofed fragment into IP defragmentation
cache that is to be reassembled with the real fragment from
the nameserver, and so to inject malicious payload into the
DNS response. Fragmentation is a popularly exploited attack
vector for attacks against different systems and protocols [1],
[25], [26].

III. DNS POISONING VIA FRAGMENTS REPLACEMENT

The basic component that we use to launch a DNS cache
poisoning attack is to manipulate a DNS response sent from
the nameserver to the victim resolver via replacement of
IPv4 fragments. We exploit the replacement of fragments to
overwrite part of the payload in a real DNS response from the
nameserver with malicious values. This allows the off-path
attacker to inject malicious DNS records into the cache of a
victim DNS resolver without having to guess the values in the
challenge-response fields (port, TXID) of the DNS response
(those are transmitted in the first fragment).

We next list the components needed for launching a DNS
cache poisoning attack.

1) IP fragmentation: DNS responses typically do not ex-
ceed 1500 bytes and hence do not fragment. To cause the
nameserver to send a fragmented DNS response the attacker
sends to the nameserver a ICMP Destination Unreachable
Fragmentation Needed error message (type 3, code 4) with
DF bit set. The error tells the nameserver that the Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU) to the destination is smaller. Upon
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receiving the ICMP error the nameserver registers the MTU
indicated in the ICMP error and sends the DNS response in IP
fragments that do not exceed the MTU indicated in the ICMP
error.

2) IP defragmentation cache poisoning: Assume that the
nameserver sends a response in two fragments. The attacker
generates a second fragment that is identical to the second
fragment of the nameserver except for the new malicious
records - IP addresses or nameserver records - that the attacker
adds. These records map the NTP servers to hosts controlled
by the attacker.

To cause the victim resolver to reassemble the spoofed
second fragment with the first fragment of the nameserver the
attacker has to ensure that both fragments contain the same
source and destination IP addresses, the same IPID value1, and
that both are fragments (i.e., more fragments flag is set
in the first fragment and is zero in the second (last) fragment).
The fragments are then reassembled based on the offset values.

To predict the IPID that will be assigned by the nameserver
to the response sent to the victim DNS resolver, the attacker
sends a few queries to the nameserver. This allows to measure
the current IPID value and the rate at which the value is
incremented. The attacker uses that information to extrapolate
the value that will be used in a DNS response that will be sent
by the nameserver to the victim resolver. We use the same IPID
prediction techniques as those developed earlier [9], [27]. This
will be the IPID value that the attacker will set in its spoofed
second fragment sent to the victim DNS resolver. Notice that
if the rate at which the nameserver receives queries is high,
and IPID increments are high, the attacker can send multiple
fragments, to cover a set of possible IPID values. Most
stringent operating systems, such as Windows and patched
Linux, allow 100 and 64 identical fragments respectively, each
with a different IPID value.

3) Calculating UDP checksum: If the spoofed second IP
fragment is correctly constructed, it will be reassembled with
the first IP fragment of the nameserver and the UDP payload
will be passed on to the transport layer and then to the DNS
software. These layers will perform subsequent checks, includ-
ing the UDP checksum, the packet length, and correctness of
the DNS records. The next challenge is matching the UDP
checksum.

Since the off-path attacker modifies part of the payload of
the original IP packet sent by the nameserver it has to ensure
the UDP checksum matches the one of the original IP packet.
The UDP checksum value resides in the first fragment in UDP
header and cannot be altered by the attacker. The attacker
needs to “fix” the checksum by adjusting some other two bytes
in the second fragment.

UDP checksum calculation is performed as follows: a ones’
complement sum is calculated on all the 16-bit values in the
packet and then the ones’ complement (i.e., invert all bits)
is taken of that value to the checksum field. This means

1IPID, [RFC6864], is used to identify all fragments belonging to the same
original IP packet. IPID values can often be predicted.

that with knowledge about the original second fragment f2,
the attacker can ensure a matching checksum by crafting
the modified fragment f ′2 so that the ones’ complement sum
sum1(f

′
2) = sum1(f2). This is possible for example by

measuring the change in ones’ complement sum between f2
and the preliminary modified fragment f2

∗ and subtracting
it from unimportant 16-bit values, therefore creating f ′2 =
f2
∗ − (sum1(f2

∗)− sum1(f2)).

IV. REDIRECTION TO ATTACKER’S NTP SERVERS

In this section we explain under what conditions the attacker
can trigger DNS requests for launching the DNS cache poi-
soning attack and injecting a spoofed DNS record mapping
to a malicious NTP host. Then, how the attacker can cause
the client to use the malicious record. We explain that at Boot
time the victim NTP client will use the injected record directly
since it does not have any other associations. At run-time, we
demonstrate how to exploit rate limiting supported by NTP
servers to cause the NTP client to break its associations to
NTP servers in order to use the newly injected record of the
attacker.

A. Attacking NTP during boot-time
The attack on NTP during boot-time is shown in Figure 2.

After startup, the NTP client immediately queries it’s DNS
resolver to find NTP servers to associate to. If the attacker was
able to poison the DNS resolver’s cache before, the resolver
will return the IP address (6.6.6.6) controlled by the attacker
in the DNS response and the NTP client associates with the
NTP server at that address, thus takes time from the attacker.

There are three ways to initiate the cache poisoning attack
at boot-time: (1) by predicting the time of the query via side
channels, (2) by causing other systems that use the same
DNS resolver, such as Email or open resolvers, to issue the
query, or (3) by periodically planting the spoofed (second)
fragment every 30 seconds in the IP defragmentation cache of
the victim resolver until the NTP client issues the query and
the response is reassembled with the spoofed fragment waiting
in the defragmentation cache. We measured frag. reassembly
timeout of 60 to 120 seconds on Windows distributions and
30 seconds on Linux; [RFC2460] specifies the reassembly
timeout of 60 seconds. This approach requires a low attack
volume which can be completed with only one low bandwidth
attacking host. Furthermore, the TTL of pool.ntp.org A
record is only 150 sec. Namely, the resolver will frequently
issue queries for pool.ntp.org, at most every 150 sec. This
means that the attacker needs to maintain the spoofed fragment
in the IP defrag. cache for at most 150 sec, which in the
worst case requires 150/30 = 5 spoofed (second) fragments per
attack. Referring to option (2), in Section VIII-B3 we show
that DNS resolvers are indeed often shared between different
systems, so that the system used to poison the cache can be
different from the system targeted by the attack.

B. Attacking NTP during run-time
During run-time, the NTP client already has a list of

associations with NTP servers which addresses are resolved.
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Fig. 2. Boot-time attack on NTP.

This means that poisoning the resolver’s cache during run-
time will not directly lead the NTP client to associate to the
attacker’s NTP server. However, we show how the attacker
can still trigger a DNS query and make the client connect to
the attacker controlled server. This attack is shown in Figure
3. First, the attacker needs to remove the existing association
to the server at 1.1.1.1, which will cause the client to replace
the server with another one by querying the DNS resolver and
therefore, trigger the DNS query.

1) Removing the existing association: To remove the ex-
isting association with the NTP server at 1.1.1.1, the attacker
needs to disrupt the communication between the NTP client
and server. This way, the NTP server will appear unreachable
to the NTP client, and therefore lead the client to replace the
unreachable server via DNS. While the easiest way to disrupt
this communication would be a Denial-of-Service attack on
the NTP server, this method may require a huge amount of
resources and won’t go unnoticed for long. Instead, we show
how to facilitate the rate-limiting mechanism used by many
NTP servers to make the NTP server appear unreachable to
the client even though it is not.

2) Exploiting rate limiting of NTP: Many public NTP
servers in the internet enable rate-limiting to limit the server
load caused by defective NTP clients or the impact on re-
flection attacks. Similar to DNS, NTP servers can be used
as reflectors of Denial-of-Service attacks which use spoofed
source IP addresses to hide the attacker’s real address. The
rate-limiting mechanism in the default implementation of NTP
works by monitoring the amount of NTP queries from a single
IP and denies service, ie. stop answering requests for some
time, if the time-span between two NTP queries is too low. In
previous works, Malhotra et al. [1] already showed how this
mechanism can be used to force an NTP client to take time
from another NTP server by triggering ’Kiss-o-death’ packets,
which are NTP responses generated to indicate that the client
should reduce it’s query interval and are generated just before
the server starts rate-limiting the NTP client. Instead of relying
on the client to reduce it’s query interval, our attack relies on
the server-side rate-limiting which will cause the server to stop
replying to NTP requests at all. In Figure 3, this is shown as
the attacker keeps sending spoofed NTP requests with the NTP

Fig. 3. Run-time attack on NTP.

client’s source IP address so that the server finally rate-limits
the client and stops answering any subsequent requests. After
that, the NTP client will keep trying to query the NTP server
several times after it gives up and marks the association as
unusable. Depending on the client, it will then search for a
new server immediately via DNS or switch to another one
if it uses multiple associations simultaneously. Consequently,
to succeed with the attack the attacker may need to remove
multiple existing associations of the NTP client using the
method presented here.

To find out the address of the NTP server(s) used by the
client, which is needed to create the spoofed NTP requests,
the attacker has multiple options:

a) Generating a list of IP addresses: The attacker queries
the DNS system for the domain name configured in the
NTP client and create a list of possible upstream NTP server
addresses. For the pool.ntp.org domain this list consists of
2000 to 3000 servers, which is small enough for the attacker
to successfully disrupt existing associations with any of these
servers by abusing NTP’s rate limiting mechanism.

b) NTP Upstream server address leakage: If the target
NTP client is also acting as a NTP server (eg. NTPd at
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default configuration), the attacker can use the ‘id’ field in the
NTP response to identify the currently used upstream server’s
IP address. In this case, the attacker only learns one server
address at a time and needs to wait until the upstream server
is changed until it learns the next server’s IP address. This is
the variant shown in Figure 3.

c) Querying the servers configuration interface: Some
servers running NTPd expose the NTP configuration interface
into the Internet which can be used to learn both, the config-
ured DNS hostnames as well as all currently used upstream
server IP addresses. Furthermore, [12] showed that this inter-
face can also be exploited for other attacks. Nevertheless, we
found that 5.3% of the NTP servers in the pool.ntp.org pool
still respond to configuration queries during our measurements
in section VII-A.

3) Conducting the cache poisoning attack: To place the
malicious DNS record in the vicitm resolver’s cache, the
attacker can employ the same methods as discussed in Sec-
tion IV-A. Predicting the timing of the query in this case is
easier as the query is triggered by the attacker himself when
the client re-queries its own resolver after it has deleted the
existing association. However, utilising other systems to place
the malicious record in the cache might still be easier as those
systems might allow the attacker to avoid or override cached
records and evict records from the cache by selecting a custom
query domain which is not possible with NTP itself as the
query domain cannot by influenced by the attacker.

V. EVALUATION OF PLAIN NTP CLIENTS

In this section we evaluate which NTP clients are vulnerable
to boot-time attacks and which are vulnerable to run-time
attacks. We then provide an analysis of successful time-
shifting attacks by causing the victim NTP client to query
the malicious NTP server of the attacker and accept from it a
shifted time.

A. DNS Lookup Behaviour of NTP Implementations

We evaluate applicability of our attacks to popular NTP
clients. Our evaluation is performed in both attack scenarios
presented in Section IV: at boot-time and at run-time. The
evaluation is based on analysis of DNS lookup behaviour of
the NTP implementations using: source-code and lab evalu-
ation of the run-time attacks against the NTP clients with
DNS poisoning. The clients support either NTP or Simple
NTP (SNTP). The main difference between those protocols
is that SNTP uses a single NTP server whereas NTP can
use multiple NTP servers. In the second column (from left)
in Table I we list the different NTP client implementations.
In the third column we list the distribution of different NTP
clients and NTP servers in pool.ntp.org. In the last two
columns we report which attack setup (boot-time or run-time)
applies to which NTP client implementation. As listed, all
NTP implementations are vulnerable to a boot-time-attack and
4 NTP implementations are vulnerable to a run-time attack.
These 4 out of 7 NTP implementations make up at least 45%
of clients of pool.ntp.org.

TABLE I
ATTACK SCENARIOS FOR POPULAR NTP CLIENTS.

Client pool.ntp.org Attacks
Usage [28] boot-time run-time

N
T

P NTPd 26.4% 3 3
openntpd 4.4% 3 7
chrony 4.8% 3 3

SN
T

P

ntpdate 20.0% 3 n/a
Android 14.0% 3 3
ntpclient 1.2% 3 7
systemd not listed 3 3

1) Boot-time attacks: Our analysis shows that all types
of NTP clients are vulnerable to cache poisoning at boot-
time when performing DNS lookups, as there is no viable
mitigation mechanism against the attack itself. Some clients
enforce limits to how much or how fast time can be shifted
from the local system clock, however, these limits are often not
used in the default configuration or are explicitly not enforced
at boot-time, because of the assumption that the system clock
may be way off at the time the system starts because of dead
Real-time-clock batteries etc. The only exception to this we
saw for traditional NTP clients is the openntpd client, which
has the option to partially authenticate the time set via using
the Date-header of a HTTP response gathered using a TLS-
protected connection to a configurable webserver. This is not
enabled by default.

2) Run-time attacks: Next, we show and evaluate the
vulnerability against run-time attacks of those NTP imple-
mentations. Using documentation and lab tests, we discovered
that only 4 of our clients are vulnerable to run-time attacks:
NTPd, chrony, Android and systemd-timesyncd. openntpd and
ntpclient do not support DNS queries during run-time at all,
so hindering communication with the used servers will just
disable time synchronisation until the client is restarted. A
special case is ntpdate, which is a command-line utility which
only synchronises time once and then exits, so that the run-
time attack does not apply here as well. However, this utility
is often used as part of a regularly run cronjob, so boot-time
attacks against this client can be done any time the program
is invoked. We practically evaluated all potentially vulnerable
clients except Android, which was discarded from the list
because we found no device which actually used the built-in
NTP client, all available devices used the mobile network to
synchronise time instead. However, from source code reviews
of code, we can defer that since the built-in NTP client is
always invoked by hostname2, DNS lookups must be triggered
every NTP query if not answered from a local DNS cache.

For the other 3 clients we performed DNS poisoning attacks
using a DNS resolver reconfigured after the clients had done
their initial boot-time DNS lookups. We then used a custom
application to send spoofed NTP mode 3 queries to all 4 of
our labs NTP servers to trigger the rate-limiting mechanism
and stop communication with our client. After some time,
all 3 clients re-queried the DNS resolver to find new servers
and switched over to our attacker-NTP server which provided
time shifted by -500 seconds. All 3 clients started to adjust

2Source code: https://android.googlesource.com/platform/frameworks/base/
+/master/core/java/android/util/NtpTrustedTime.java
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TABLE II
RUN-TIME ATTACK DURATION AGAINST DIFFERENT CLIENTS

Client Scenario Attack duration
NTPd P2 47 minutes
NTPd P1 17 minutes

openntpd P1 84 minutes
chrony P1 57 minutes

their system clocks after some time, the exact timing values
are listed in Table II. For ntpd, we did this evaluation two
times, one time assuming the attacker knows the upstream
NTP servers’ addresses in advance (Scenario P1) and one time
where the attacker discovers these addresses one-at-a-time by
querying the client via mode NTP 3 queries (Scenario P2).

B. Probability Analysis of Run-time Attack

To successfully shift time on a NTP client, an attacker needs
to replace a majority of NTP associations this client uses. In
this section we give a probabilistic analysis of whether an
attacker is able to do this on a running NTP client, depending
on his knowledge of the used upstream server’s IP addresses.

1) Scenario 1: In this scenario, we have a client which has
a list of upstream servers, which we remove one-after-another
by attacking the connection between client and server. This is
the case if the attacker cannot know the upstream servers’
addresses upfront but instead discovers it via querying the
client as shown in Figure 3. We assume that the client has
chosen it’s upstream servers randomly from the NTP pool,
so the probability that each of the servers in the list does
rate limiting is prate. Therefore the probability of successfully
removing n servers by exploiting the server’s rate-limiting
mechanism is P1(n) = pnrate

2) Scenario 2: In the second scenario, we assume that
the attacker has knowledge about the clients upstream servers
upfront and therefore can choose the servers which shall be
removed from the list. This can be achieved when the server
leaks configuration information or simply by attacking poten-
tial connections to all servers in pool.ntp.org. Assuming
a server list of size m, we calculate the probability of a
successful attack as the probability that n or more servers
out of m do rate-limiting:

P2(m,n) =

m∑
i=n

Probability that exactly i out of m servers do rate limiting︷ ︸︸ ︷(
m

i

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Number of possibilities to choose
i out of m servers

·pirate · pm−irate

If n = m, this is the same as pnrate. As said, an attacker
needs to replace a majority of the used upstream servers
to successfully shift time, therefore we have n ≥

⌈
m
2

⌉
.

For prate = 38% as indicated by a scan of all servers in
pool.ntp.org described in Section VII-A we list the proba-
bilities to conduct a successful attack in Table III.

3) Common client configurations: What probabilistic sce-
nario applies to what client depends in its configuration
and implementation behaviour. For example, ntpd in most
default configurations is configured to have 4 persistent pool
associations which are used to create server associations

TABLE III
PROBABILITIES THAT AN NTP CLIENT IS IN A VULNERABLE STATE

DEPENDING ON THE NUMBER OF USED ASSOCIATIONS m.

m n = max(
⌈

m
2

⌉
,m− 2) P1(n) P2(m,n)

1 1 38.0% 38.0%
2 2 14.4% 14.4%
3 2 14.4% 32.4%
4 3 5.5% 15.7%
5 3 5.5% 28.4%
6 4 2.1% 15.3%
7 5 0.8% 7.8%
8 6 0.3% 3.9%
9 7 0.1% 1.8%

using DNS lookups when needed. The maximum long-time
number of associations is 10 (NTP_MAXCLOCK), so together
with the pool-associations, a default ntpd client will have
m = 6 NTP upstream servers and will only query for
new associations during run-time if this number is reduced
below 3 (NTP_MINCLOCK). This means the attacker needs to
remove n = m − 2 = 4 servers to trigger a DNS query.
Notably, neither NTP_MAXCLOCK nor NTP_MINCLOCK can be
configured, the only variable which can be changed is the
number of configured pool associations, which effectively
lowers the amount of active server associations as they count
towards the NTP_MAXCLOCK limit. The probability for a run-
time attack against ntpd is therefore P1(4) or P2(6, 4).

The default configuration for systemd-timesyncd includes
only a single ntp pool domain. As systemd-timesyncd is a
SNTP client, it holds only a single association to one NTP
server but caches the list of servers from the last DNS query,
which by default contains 3 more server addresses additional
to the one used. As these servers will be queried before a
DNS query is triggered, the attacker is required to attack
associations to all of them, giving a run-time attack probability
of P1(4), since all of these 4 servers need to be removed. If
more domains are configured, systemd-timesyncd will
round-robin through all of them but since no responses are
cached except for the first domain, this will still trigger a DNS
query.

VI. EVALUATION OF CHRONOS NTP CLIENT

Chronos [2] is a special NTP client proposed to prevent
time-shifting attacks by sampling time from a bigger set of
NTP servers than traditional NTP implementations. It is also
available as an internet standard draft document [29]. While
Chronos uses a proven secure method for setting the time
using a subset of a big pool of NTP nameservers, it is not
stated exactly how this server pool is generated, which is
important since the security guarantees of Chronos vanishes if
the attacker is able to control more than 2

3 of the NTP servers
in the pool. The original proposal describes the pool generation
works by querying the pool.ntp.org domain every hour for
24 hours and use the union of all gathered IP-addresses as
the server pool. Because the nameservers of pool.ntp.org

normally give 4 IP-addresses per DNS query, this results in a
maximum of 96 servers. However, since the DNS namserver
controls the servers Chronos considers during its algorithm,
an attacker attacking the DNS instead of NTP can feed many

https://doi.org/10.1109/DSN48063.2020.00043
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Fig. 4. DNS poisoning attack on chronos.

of its own IP-Addresses into Chronos’ server pool, thereby
overwhelming the honest servers. In the following we point
out two weaknesses of the proposed server-pool generation
mechanism and after that, describe a potential DNS poisoning
attack on Chronos.

A. Predictability of the hourly DNS lookup

While not explicitly stated in the Chronos proposal, the
mechanism of querying the DNS hourly may give an attacker
the possibility of knowing the DNS queries’ timing, since
it is done hourly for 24 hours. If the attacker can predict
queries because they are only done at full-hour, or because
he was able to observe previous queries, this facilitates off-
path DNS poisoning by removing the necessity to trigger the
query himself.

B. Combining the results of all DNS responses

The Chronos proposal queries the DNS multiple times to
gather a big enough pool of servers. This queries are spread
over 24 hours, mainly to prevent gathering the same NTP
servers multiple times because of caching or round-robin
mechanisms at the nameservers of pool.ntp.org. However,
Chronos does not make any efforts to prevent even a single
malicious DNS response to influence the outcome of the whole
pool-generation process, neither by checking the values of
the response’s Time-to-live value or the number of addresses
given.

C. DNS poisoning attack against Chronos

Using the second of these two discovered weaknesses,
we now present an enhanced DNS poisoning attack against
Chronos which requires poisoning the DNS only once in

this 24-hour period, shown in Figure 4. First we allow that
the client has already done a number of N of the 24 DNS
requests before the attack starts, this could have been the
result of the attacker failing to perform the attack a number of
times. These queries where answered by the nameservers for
pool.ntp.org, which give 4 IP addresses per DNS request.
This results in a number of 4N honest nameservers already
in the generated server pool before the attack starts. Then,
the attacker poisons the DNS resolver with as many addresses
he can fit into a single DNS response (up to 89 for a single,
non-fragmented UDP response) and sets the TTL to a value
bigger than 24 hours, to cause any subsequent DNS requests
to be answered from cache instead of the original nameserver.
With this attack, the attacker adds 89 attacker-controlled IP
addresses to the server pool and effectively ends the server
pool-generation algorithm since subsequent DNS queries will
always be answered with the cached, attacker-given records
from the DNS resolver. The pool does now contain 4N honest
and 89 malicious servers. To fulfil the requirement on a
successful attack on Chronos, the attacker needs to control
2
3 of the servers in the pool, so we get the maximum number
for N from 2

3 · (89+4N) ≤ 89 and conclude that the attacker
succeeds with his attack if the cache poisoning succeeds before
or during the 12th DNS transaction (N <= 11). This means
that the chances of a successful attack against Chronos are
actually higher than against a traditional NTP client during
boot-time, since the attacker effectively has 12 tries in 24 hours
to succeed with the attack.

VII. MEASURING NTP SERVERS ATTACK SURFACE

In this section we measure the presence of server-side prop-
erties required for our attack to work: Rate-limiting support in
NTP servers and fragmentation support in the NTP domain’s
nameservers.

A. Rate Limiting of pool.ntp.org NTP Servers

For successfully attacking NTP during run-time, the attacker
needs to remove enough existing associations using NTP’s
rate-limiting mechanism. For this to work, the server actually
needs to use rate-limiting. To find out how many servers
do this, we conduct a study of all servers in pool.ntp.org.
We first query the pool.ntp.org namservers multiple times for
all existing NTP country zones (<countrycode>.pool.ntp.org)
and gather the union of all result IP addresses. This way we
gathered a list of 2432 NTP servers. We then query each of
those NTP servers 64 times, once per second and check for
(1) KoD-packet from the NTP server or (2) the server stops
responding after some queries, which indicates rate-limiting.
To prevent false-positives because of packet loss as well as
because some servers will answer a small fraction of queries,
even during the client is rate-limited, we do this by taking the
number of responses during the first and second half of the test
and mark a server as rate-limiting if the first half has more than
8 additional responses compared to the second half. Using this
method, we find that 780 (33%) servers send KoD-messages
and 904 (38%) servers stopped sending responses during the

https://doi.org/10.1109/DSN48063.2020.00043
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Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution of fragment sizes emitted by popular 1M
domains which do not support DNSSEC.

second half of our test. We therefore conclude that around 38%
of servers in pool.ntp.org do rate-limiting, as sending KoD’s
is a clear indicator, but not every server sends a KoD message
before rate-limiting the client.

B. Fragmentation support of NTP Nameservers

For DNS poisoning via IP fragment injection to work, name-
servers have to support path MTU discovery (PMTUD) and
fragment DNS responses on arrival of ICMP fragmentation
needed messages. We tested this behaviour on nameservers of
pool.ntp.org and found that 16 out of 30 DNS nameservers
fragment packets to fragments below 548 bytes on receiving
ICMP fragmentation needed. None of those 30 namesevers
supports DNSSEC for the pool.ntp.org domain.

Furthermore, we evaluated PMTUD support of popular 1M
domains including different NTP domains, not only those
under pool.ntp.org. In this measurement, we gathered data
of 877,071 nameservers considering DNSSEC, fragmenta-
tion support and size of fragments emitted after arrival of
ICMP fragmentation needed messages. We found that 7.66%
of domains do not support DNSSEC but emit fragmented
DNS responses which makes them vulnerable to DNS cache-
poisoning attacks via injection of IP fragments. Considering
the minimum fragment size emitted by those domain’s name-
servers, see Fig. 5, we found that most of those nameservers
(83.2%) fragment DNS responses down to a size of 548 bytes
and 7.05% even down to 292 bytes. This means that clients
who use those NTP servers are vulnerable to the attack.

Whether the required response size for the DNS message to
be fragmented is reached depends on the response generated
by the nameserver, but attackers can employ several techniques
to increase the size of a message. For example, if the domain
which is queried is (partially) under control of the attacker, at-
tackers may trigger queries to exceptionally long sub-domains
under the victim domain which is under attack. This is the
case if a third-party system is used to trigger the DNS query
as discussed in Section IV-A.

VIII. MEASURING DNS RESOLVERS ATTACK SURFACE

We measured DNS resolvers using an ad network and open
DNS resolvers. In what follows we explain the study and
report on our measurement results of vulnerable clients.

TABLE IV
pool.ntp.org CACHING STATE IN TESTED OPEN RESOLVERS

Cached Absolute Resolvers
Query in Cached Not Cached
pool.ntp.org IN NS 58.28% 376,594 269,618
pool.ntp.org IN A 69.41% 448,521 197,691
0.pool.ntp.org IN A 63.92% 413,046 233,166
1.pool.ntp.org IN A 61.28% 395,971 250,241
2.pool.ntp.org IN A 61.55% 397,751 248,461
3.pool.ntp.org IN A 58.58% 378,525 267,687

A. Vulnerable Open DNS Resolvers

To measure the client-side attack surface of our attack, we
conduct a study of all Open DNS resolvers in the Censys
DNS responder dataset [30]. For attackers in a MitM position
between DNS resolver and namserver, all clients are vulner-
able to our attack, because the pool.ntp.org namservers do
not offer DNSSEC support. However, for off-path attackers
without the possibility to get in path, e.g., by BGP-hijacking,
attackers can still try to to fragmentation based DNS poisoning
[9]. This requires the resolver to accept fragmented DNS
responses, a property which we will explore here.

1) Finding resolvers used by NTP clients: First, we need
to find those open resolvers which are used by NTP clients.
We do this by employing a technique which can detect if a
DNS resolver has cached certain DNS records by sending DNS
queries with the Recursion Desired (RD) Bit set to zero [31].
This is done with all records listed in Table IV. We conclude
that a resolver is used by NTP clients if any of those records is
cached, since these domains generally serve no other purpose
than NTP server discovery.

To ensure the cache testing method works as expected, for
each resolver, we test if they respect the RD bit by first,
querying a known non-cached domain and second, querying a
known-cached domain which has been placed into the cache
by a previously issued query with RD=1.

Using this method we probed 1,583,045 resolvers for cached
records (1,674,103 resolvers in the dataset did not respond
to any query), and verified the technique to be working
646,212 times. The results are shown in Table IV. Out of the
measured resolvers, 448,521 (69%) resolvers had the A record
for pool.ntp.org cached. To further verify that our cache
testing method indeed works, we provide TTL data for all
these cached records in Figure 6 and show that the values are
uniformly distributed, as one would expect for cached records.

2) Measuring fragmentation support: We then perform a
generic scan of open resolvers for fragmentation acceptance
by querying a purposely created domain we control, where the
nameserver always responds to DNS requests with fragmented
packets, even if the size is way below the maximum MTU of
the path to the tested resolver. Out of the resolvers which
had any of the pool.ntp.org records cached, 32% accepted
fragmented DNS responses and 68% did not, which is roughly
the same distribution as over the whole population of open
resolvers (31% fragmented DNS response acceptance).

https://doi.org/10.1109/DSN48063.2020.00043
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Fig. 6. TTL values of cached NTP pool records in open resolvers

B. Measurement via Ad-Network of Vulnerable DNS Resolvers

We conducted a study of resolvers used by Web clients in
the Internet, as many Web clients will also run NTP clients. For
this purpose, we created an automated test website which was
served by an advertisement network. This study is designed
to test fragmentation support of those resolvers which is a
requirement for off-path DNS-poisoning.

1) Testing fragmentation support through Javascript: To
conduct the study, we used an ad network which serves our
test website as an ‘popunder’-ad. This causes our test website
to be loaded in a background browser window or tab. The
test website then uses a script to load a series of images from
different tests such that each image is to verify the successful
DNS lookup of its corresponding domain, similar to the study
done by Lian et al. in 2013 to identify DNSSEC deployment
[32]. We conducted the following tests where T represents a
randomly generated token to differentiate clients and avoid
caching. Moreover, our nameserver fragmented the responses
irrespective of any path-MTU-discovery results:

• T.baseline.domain.com - normal A record
• T.ftiny.domain.com - response fragmented to 68 bytes
• T.fsmall.domain.com - response fragmented to 296 bytes
• T.fmedium.domain.com - response fragmented to 580 bytes
• T.fbig.domain.com - response fragmented to 1280 bytes
• sigfail.domain.com - incorrectly DNSSEC-signed record
• sigright.domain.com - correctly DNSSEC-signed record

We used a customised nameserver for our domain to guarantee
that responses for queries about the {ftiny, fsmall, fmedium,
fbig} domains are always in at least two fragments of their cor-
responding MTU size. After the test is finished, the javascript
records if the images are loaded via onsucess()/onerror() event
handlers and finally push back the results to the server. To filter
out invalid results, we removed any results where the client
had the page open for less than 30 seconds, to prevent errors
because of timeouts at the resolver level. We also remove
results which failed the baseline or sigright tests as this tests
are designed as baseline tests to verify that the testing method
works.

2) Results: In our first run of the study we published our
test website using the ad network without targeting any specific
regions. In this run, which we call dataset 1, we got valid
results from 5847 unique clients. Because our first run gave
only 120 results for clients in the North America region, we
conducted a second run only targeting clients in the United

States and Canada, which we call dataset 2.
Results for both datasets are displayed in Table V, which

group clients by region as well as device type (determined us-
ing the HTTP user-agent header). Furthermore, by correlating
the randomised T values with nameserver logs, we figured that
791 clients uses resolver operated by Google LLC, all of which
filter fragments of sizes below ‘big’. The column ‘Accepts any
fragment size’ shows results of clients which used resolvers
accepting at least one fragmented response. Depending on the
attacker’s ability to trigger a large enough fragmented response
at the nameserver, these clients are vulnerable to off-path de-
fragmentation DNS poisoning.

Fragment acceptance does not change dramatically with the
fragment size, many resolvers (64%) accept even the tiniest
possible fragment size with MTU=68, this number increases
to 77% for medium fragments and 86% for big fragments. This
distribution across various fragment sizes behaves similar in
for all regions and device groups. DNSSEC validation ranges
between 19.14% and 28.94%, a meaningful increase over the
3% measured by Lian et al. in 2013 [32].

3) Finding shared DNS resolvers: The attacker can utilise
different systems for initiating the cache poisoning attack and
injecting a malicious record into the victim DNS resolver’s
cache, and is not limited to attacking the query issued by the
victim NTP client. Popular systems present in almost any net-
works are Email servers or web clients/proxies; for instance,
Email issues queries to DNS resolver upon receipt of new
Emails for performing domain-based anti-spam validation. We
perform an Internet scale measurement for resolvers which are
used by Email and web as well as by NTP clients. Then we
cause the queries via Email or web clients for attacking NTP.

For web clients we leverage an ad-network causing the
clients to issue queries through their DNS resolvers to our
nameserver and for Email we send Email messages to the
measured domains, which in turn cause the DNS resolvers
to issue queries to our nameservers. First, we sent direct
DNS queries to all resolvers to figure out if they are perhaps
open resolvers. Secondly, we conduct a small portscan for
SMTP servers in the /24 networks of all resolvers and web
clients to find SMTP servers share the same DNS resolver.
We found 6416 SMTP servers for all of which we sent test-
emails causing bounces to our own nameserver, which lets us
determine the DNS resolver used by the SMTP server. Finally
we overlap the list of resolvers used by SMTP servers with
the list of resolvers used by ad clients. Out of 18,668 resolvers
used by web clients:

• 16,088 (86.2%) are only used by web clients,
• 2,116 (11.3%) are used by web clients and SMTP servers,
• 426 (2.3%) are open resolvers,
• 38 (0.2%) are open and used by both web and SMTP.

Combining SMTP and open resolver results, we find that an
attacker could trigger queries for at least 2580 (13.8%) of
resolvers using either SMTP or direct queries. This should be
seen as a lower bound, because our very imperfect method of
finding the SMTP servers used to trigger the queries. If such
servers exist, but are located outside of the /24 network ranges
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TABLE V
RESULTS OF CLIENT RESOLVER STUDY USING ADS

Accepts tiny Accepts any total data
fragments (68 B) fragment size set

Asia 1845 58.22% 2863 90.34% 3169 1
Africa 222 73.27% 290 95.71% 303 1
Europe 1010 72.66% 1277 91.87% 1390 1
Northern America 1352 58.43% 1757 75.93% 2314 2
Latin America 572 68.26% 759 90.57% 838 1
ALL 3742 64.00% 5320 90.99% 5847 1
Without Google 3439 68.02% 4555 90.09% 5056 1
PC 1664 60.80% 2447 89.40% 2737 1
Mobile,Tablet 2077 66.83% 2871 92.37% 3108 1
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Fig. 7. Distribution of latency difference when querying open resolvers
for pool.ntp.org IN NS. Values below -50 ms and above 200 ms are
summed up on the sides.

we scanned, they are not considered in this study.
To find web clients’ resolvers who also serve NTP clients,

we develop another an additional cache-testing method. This
method works by using the timing side-channel which is
exposed by the latency of a query: If a record is not cached by
the resolver, subsequent queries for the same domain should be
faster then the first query because they can be answered from
cache instead of asking the remote nameserver(s). This can be
automatically tested by comparing the latency difference tfirst
of the first query and the average tavg of subsequent queries to
a threshold T and call the record cached, if tfirst− tavg < T .
However, because we cannot control other variables which
have an impact of the query latency, such as RTT to the tested
resolver and the fact that some resolvers may have NS-records
for parent zones like ntp.org cached and others have not, there
is no obvious value to choose T .

To find out if the method works, we executed it on the
open resolver dataset first. We find that there is no obviously
spot-able distribution of the timing latency tfirst − tavg into
two groups (cached and non-cached) and therefore no way to
reasonably choose a value for T .

We conduct that executing such a test successfully requires
further evaluation and multiple test passes including eviction
of the cached records to control the variances in round-trip-
time and other factors influencing the timing of the query.
As this may substantially reduce the performance of affected
resolvers and Web clients, we resigned from testing caching
status of pool.ntp.org against web clients’ resolvers and
instead assume that many resolvers in this dataset are indeed
used by NTP clients, as NTP clients are part of most modern
operating systems.

IX. COUNTERMEASURES AND MITIGATIONS

In this section, we discuss the state of security of DNS
and NTP. Essentially currently both are vulnerable and the
dependency of NTP on DNS makes our off-path attacks
possible. As an immediate countermeasure we recommend not
to use DNS for NTP and instead to use a list of static IP
addresses for NTP servers or to deploy distributed proposals
like [33].

DNS Security. DNSSEC could make the cache poisoning
attacks practically impossible. However, studies showed less
than 10% of the DNS resolvers validate DNS responses,
[32], [34]. Our own validation with Ad-Net showed that
DNSSEC validation depends on the geo-location and ranges
between 19.14% and 28.94%. On the other hand, only
about 1% of the domains are signed with DNSSEC and
in our measurement we found only one signed NTP do-
main time.cloudflare.com, so even if the resolvers
performed strict validation this would currently not help.
Furthermore, recent studies found problems in DNSSEC keys
generation making many signed domains vulnerable despite
DNSSEC, [35], [36].

NTP Security. Different recommendations for securing
NTP were proposed, such as TLS for NTP (NTS) [37], or
Roughtime [38] with proof of misbehaviour (wrong time) to
report bad servers. However, none is deployed or used, mostly
due to the significant changes to the NTP ecosystem that they
require, or assumptions which cannot be fulfilled in practice.

X. CONCLUSIONS

Our attacks demonstrate that the NTP ecosystem is still
vulnerable to off-path attacks. In this work we improve over
the attacks in [1] by demonstrating more effective and practical
attacks. We show that, as long as DNS is insecure, our
attacks apply even to the security enhanced NTP client with
Chronos [2]. Launching off-path time-shifting attacks against
NTP is challenging: (1) the attacker must trigger a query or
be able to predict the timing when the query is triggered
and (2) once poisoning is successful, the attacker needs to
cause the NTP client to use the new malicious mapping.
We developed techniques which allow to handle both these
challenges and performed Internet wide measurements to show
the applicability of our methodologies.

Although the vulnerabilities that we exploit are not in
NTP, our attacks demonstrate the risks of building security
on insecure Internet foundations, and the risks of analysing
security in isolated or ideal environment which does not reflect
the situation on the real Internet.
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